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FROSH ELECT GALLAGHER PRES.,
REGAN ELECTED JUNIOR A. A. REP.

POLITICAL DEBATE
AT MARQUETTE

EAGLE ELEVEN GETS REVENGE
ON DUKE AT HOLIDAY GAME

Kelley the Vice President,
Bennett Treasurer,
Burns Secretary

House and Judges Differ on
Decision After Warm
Session

OFFERS PRIZE FOR
"HAMLET" POSTER

The Freshman class elections and a
special election to fill the position of
Junior A. A. representative were held
Thursday, Octoher 11, under the auspices of the Student Activities Council. The Junior election was held to
fill the office left vacant by Donald
"Luke" McGowan, football star, who
has entered St. John's Seminary.
Gallagher President
Edward D. Gallagher, one-time Boston College High hockey captain, received a plurality in a four-cornered
fight for the class presidency, defeating John F. McCarthy, former Commerce and St. John's Prep football
and baseball star, Fred McLaughlin
and Robert Riley. Gallagher received
152 votes. He was followed closely
by McCarthy with 108 and McLaughlin and Riley with 65 and 64 votes
respectively.
Kelley Vice President
Francis P. Kelley, also of Boston
College High, defeated the four other
candidates for the vice presidency of
the class by a substantial plurality,
receiving 166 votes. Joseph Merrick
received 82 votes to run second, and
was followed by Ralph Noonan, John
Turcotte and Joseph Boyle with 60,
39 and 31 votes respectively.

Burns Secretary
Edward Burns, with nearly a two
to one margin over Francis Correia,
was chosen as class secretary. Burns
received 232 votes to Correia's 121.
William Bennett received the largest vote of the day to defeat Paul
Brown for the office of treasurer.
Bennett, also from Boston College
High School, is a fairly promising
candidate for the Freshman football.
He received 276 votes, while Brown
had 110.
Kelley A. A. Rep.
Kenneth J. Kelley, also of Boston
College High School, received 223
votes to defeat William Coogan for
the office of A. A. representative.
Coogan received 156 votes.
In marked contrast to the topheavy margins attained by the Freshman victors was the close battle
among the four candidates for the
office of Junior A. A. representative.
This contrast can only be accounted
for by the tendency of the Freshmen
to vote for graduates of their particular high schools.
Regan Elected
In the Junior contest Regan was
returned victorious in a field of four
candidates. Regan received 84 votes
against 66 for James Connolly, 53 for
George Spillane, and 52 for Irving
Stackpole.

FRENCH ACADEMY

DISCUSSES ZOLA
Smith and
Debate
Hoover at Next
on

Meeting
This year the French Academy has
a program which is by far the
most comprehensive and extensive of
any heretofore attempted in the period of its existence at Boston College,
which is reaching the end of its fifth

chosen

year.

Prominent French novelists,

such as Daudet and Maupassant, are
to be studied from both a biographical and literary viewpoint; the history of the French settlement of
America and the French inhabitants
of our day is to be exhaustively investigated, and topics of the day are
to be discussed in debates held before
the members of the academy. This
program will necessitate a great deal
of hard work on the parts of the
members, but indications so far point
out that this part of the work will
cause little or no worry to those directing the work of the academy.
Zola Discussed
At the last meeting the subject of
discussion was the life, works, and
literary school of Emile Zola.
All
this was done under the careful supervision of Father de Mangeleere, moderator of the French Academy. Edmund Flynn gave a review of "L'Attaque du Moulin," one of the most celebrated works of this author. Thomas
Sullivan spoke on the life of Zola, and
Henry Butler had for his topic the
literary school of Zola. The renditions
of all three men were well received by
the audience. Father de Mangeleere
then arose and made a few remarks on
the life of Zola as only he himself
can do it. He also complimented the
members on the fine spirit of cooperation already made manifest in the
few meetings held up to the present

time.
Smith-Hoover Debate
Next week the academy will sojourn into the field of politics in debating the respective merits of Herbert Hoover and Alfred E. Smith for
the highest office in the land. Interest in this debate is already at a fever
pitch, and a very lively meeting is
anticipated. Joseph and John Grandfield will favor the cause of the Democratic candidate. They will be opposed by John Donlon and Fred Sullivan. As all these men are experienced debaters and have a fluent command of the French language, the
contest will be on a par with the best
of those held in our two debating societies. This should be a sufficient
reason for brining the full membership of the academy to the meeting.

With the debate on the pre-eminent
qualifications of Alfred E. Smith for
President as the feature, the Marquette Debating Society has at last
swung into real action.
This was indicated last Tuesday by the brilliancy
and fire of the debate presented by
Messrs. Edward Connelly. Charles T.
Brooks, Jerome P. Doyle and Richard
F. Fitzpatrick, all prominent men of
the sophomore class.
House, Judges Differ
to the convincingarguments of Messrs. Connelly and
Brooks for the affirmative and the
clever refutations of Messrs. Doyle
and Fitzpatrick, the House presented
the palm of victory to the negative.
However, the judges, Messrs. Carney,
Hajjan, and McGann, gave the decision to the affirmative. Both Mr. Connelly and Mr. Fitzpatrick were adjudged the best speaker by the house
and judges, respectively. So it can
easily be seen from this that the question under discussion was hotly con-

After listening

tested.
New Members
Three new members were admitted
at this meeting, bringing up the total
to thirty-six. President Wright announced that trials for admittance
would close after the meeting of the
sixteenth. Excerpts of the constitution will be mimeographed and distributed to the members, emphasizing the points on absence, dues and
fines. Through this medium we would
exhort the members to better attendance, as only about one-half of the
enrollment was present at the last
meeting. It would be well to note
that after three absences, without any
excuse, a member automatically forfeits his rights and privileges.
|
Moderator Speaks
Mr. Joseph L. Murray, S.J., complimented the debaters on their excellent work, especially in the structure of their speeches and rebuttals.
He continued, briefly commenting on
what is expected from a Marquette
representative. The executive committee has established communication
with the junior debating clubs of five
New England colleges.

ROXBURY B. C. CLUB
HOLDS FIRST MEETING
The first meeting' of the Roxbury
B. C. Club for the present year was

held in the Senior classroom on Wedthe 10th. A large gatheringwas present and plans for the coming
nesday,

Dramatic Association
Sponsors Contest; All
Are Eligible
The Poster Contest under the austhe Business Management of
the Dramatic Association will be featured in connection with the production
of "Hamlet" as it was last year in the
presentation of "If I Were King." The
purpose of the competition is to obtain material suitable for advertising purposes while interesting and
benefiting those talented in the line of
sketching.
pices of

Last year eleven students entered
their numerous manuscripts. The winning poster, as you know, was displayed throughout the College, in
store windows from Lynn to Natick,
and from Concord to Nantasket, and
on the front and rear of the Boston
Elevated Cars on all branches.
This year that eleven should be increased 100 ',, for the winner of the
"If I Were King" contest, Antony
Russo, has graduated with the class of
'28. Consequently, there is ample opportunity not only for his close rivals
but also for all newcomers to fill his

shoes.
Now remember, this contest is open
everyone without restriction.
No
previous experience and merit are
necessary. The only rules are as follows:
1. The manuscript must be 15" by
20" in size.
manuscript
2. The
must
be
sketched in a black and white combination.
3. The manuscript must be original in composition.
4. The manuscript must be suitable for advertising.

to

Five dollars in gold is the award
offered for the best drawing. This will
be given the winner at a suitable
ceremony.
The judges, chosen from the faculty, will be announced in a later
issue.
All entries must be handed in at the
HEIGHTS' office not later than 2:45

Wednesday, November 7.
Now, let's see some keen competition. Let all those who hope to sketch
for the HEIGHTS or STYLUS come
forward. Let all those engaged in
other activities take a few minutes to
jot down their offering. Let those, especially, take part who are men of
leisure. It's a lot of fun.

Southerners Baffled by B. C.
Defense; Weston and
Creedon Star
Boston College's smart and undefeated eleven upheld its early season
reputation before a large and enthusiastic crowd last Friday at the expense
of a smart and deceptive Duke aggreAl Weston showed clever
gation.
generalship in directing the team and
seems to be headed for an All-American berth. Early in the game Boston
College's stalwart
gave another
courageous exhibition of a goal line
stand. Duke had advanced the ball
by a series of quick forwards and offtackle thrusts right up to the B. C.
ten-yard line. Here Captain McGurk
summoned his mates together and exhorted them to hold. The Eagles held
in a manner which is becoming characteristic of them, and forced Buie,
the Duke quarter, to kick out of danger. At this point the Eagles took
the fight out of Duke for awhile and
paved the way for a Boston College
victory, in which the Eagles wrought
sweet and long awaited for vengeance
on the Duke team which so decisively
trimmed our boys last season.
The laurels for the B. C. victory to

the
Brockton flash, Paddy Creedon, who
throughout the entire game outshone
a large extent must be given to

even the brilliant Al Weston, who
played such an important part in Boston's victory. But we must also give
a great deal of credit to dependable
Tom Smith. All afternoon Smith was
making tackles here, there and everywhere, while he made possible many
a B. C. advance by his cleaning out
on the offence. Beside all that, Smith
cleverly intercepted a Duke forward
late in the fourth period
3 raced a
fast forty yards for the Eagles' last
touchdown. This was the second
touchdown that Smith had scored in
his four years as a regular Boston
College back. This is accounted for
by the fact that Smith has been used
wholly as an interfering and defensive back, and a good one at that.
Paddy Creedon was the big obstacle
for the Duke boys and he couldn't be
stopped. Every time he took the ball
he squeezed out a gain. On two occasions he wriggled and squirmed
through the Duko team to score
touchdowns. The offensive pair, Creedon and Weston remain unbeatable.
These two are the source of Joy for
the Boston College fans.
The victory over Duke was by no
means an easy task for B. C. They
They scored
earned all they got.
three touchdowns, one on a solid
punching march of half the length of
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 1)
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REMEMBER THE RULES.
REMEMBER THE DATE.

SPANISH ACADEMY
MANY ADMITTED
MEETS THURSDAY
TO FULTON SOCIETY Graduate School of Education Offers Many
Courses on Elementary School Training
reading- of the roll by Secretary
Thomas P. Sullivan, '29, trial speeches
of prospective members were heard.
The subjects of these speeches were
varied and on divers topics. After all
the applicants had been heard they
were conducted out by the Censorpro tern, while the society voted on
thier respective merits for membership. Three seniors and twelve juniors were admitted to membership by
a vote of the society.
Talk by Leen
Mr. Leen then proceeded to caution
the new members in the ways of the
society and' warned of the penalties
imposed for infringement on the rules.
weekly meetings was then discussed,
The matter of a suitable day for the
there being some question of thechoice of the right day, as Wednesday
seems most suitable to the Juniors,
while the Seniors favor Monday.

The Graduate School of Education

was officially opened October 1.
Rev. James H. Dolan, S.J., President of the College, is President of the
Graduate School, and Rev. John B.
Creeden, S.J., is Dean.
The degrees which are conferred in
the Graduate School are Master of
Arts. Master of Science, Master of
Education, Doctor of Science, Doctor
of Education, and Doctor of Philosophy. Courses have been arranged for
those wishing Bachelor of Arts,
Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of
Education credits.
Classes are held
in rooms of the Boston College High
School, James Street, weekdays from
4.15 to 6.00 P.M., and Saturdays from
9.80 A.M. to 12.20 P.M.
During the Academic Year of 192K-1929, courses will be given in English,

French, Latin, Mathematics, German,
History,

Philosophy,

Science and Education.

Apologetics,

were

REMEMBER THE PRIZE.

discussed.

The Graduate School introduces this
related courses designed to give training in preparation
for the Elementary School Principalship. This course is under the direction and supervision of Mr. John C.
Riley, Master of the Dearborn School
District. A limited number of specially
qualified teachers will be admitted to
the courses.
The list of new courses is as follows:
The Elementary School Principalship.?A group of five related courses,
10-14 inclusive.
10. The Administration and Supervision of an Elementary School.
Problems of organization, administration, supervision of instruction, relation of principal to entire school system and community. Seminar discussions.
Two semester hours credit, Thursday, 5:10-0:00. Mr. John C. Riley.
year a group of

!

President Henry Leen, '29, presided
at the weekly meeting of the Fulton
Debating' Society on Wednesday last
in the hall of that society. After a

year

?

11. Progressive Primary Education.?The primary school child and
his needs; objectives, curriculum and
technique of instruction.
Special
studies of subject matter, instructional materials, and types of good
teaching. Seminar discussions.
Two semester hours credit, Saturday, 9:30-10:20, Miss Teresa A.
Flaherty.
12. Progressive Education?Grammar Grades.?The purpose, content
and technique of instruction in the
principal grammar grade subjects.
Evaluation of modern methods, curriculum adjustment, skillful teaching.
Seminar discussions.
Two semester hours credit, Thursday, 4:15-5:05, Miss Katherine C. McDonnell.
13. Educational Tests and Specialized Instruction.?Mental and educational tests and measurements and
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)

At an executive meeting of the
Spanish Academy last Thursday, the
officers decided that Thursday would
be the regular meeting day. The first
formal meeting will be held next
Thursday at 2.45 in Freshman C
classroom.
At the meeting all new
members will be welcomed and the
president, William La Fay, '29, will
outline the plans for the season.

iMoran to Lecture
A short lecture in Spanish on the
original Spanish Academy will be
given by Leo P. Moran, '30. All students desiring to join are urged to
be present next Thursday, as the final
arrangements for the Hoover-Smith
debate will be announced. This debate will be held on November 1 and
a full house is expected.
Any student will be welcome to hear the candidates discussed in a foreign lanIn addition to the lectures
guage.
paper,
and
debates
a
Spanish
"ElEco," will be read bi-weekly by the
members. From all these criterions it
is evident that Spanish Academy's
fifth year will be the most successful.
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emy?that the dear old boys in blue
had no chance at all against the Bostonians.
Though the confession came hard,
the Parrakeet told the writer that in
that pre-play argument, the bucking
billy came out of the affray a bit victorious. But, when the game was
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Subscription price, $2.00 per year.
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On This and That

Association.

He was met by a wrathful piaeon.
Said pidge must have had a terrific
aversion to parrakeets, for he certainly made one (if you'll pardon the
vernacular) mess out of my poor

feathered friend.
After those two defeats, the Parrakeet has not had much to say, somehow. The rascal gets copious consolation still from the gridders' victories. As a royal rooter, he's a howling success.
As the scrapper, though, the boys
think he's an absolute loss. Maybe
the columnist had better feed him
some Nuxated Iron.

o'er?!!

Well, that was bad enough. But
Columbus Day, when friend Parrakeet accompanied The Eagle to the
Duke skirmish, he found his perch
atop the Fenway Park press box too
warm for comfort. So he hied himself to a cooler spot under the canopy.
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The Eagles seemed to have
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A "CONSPIRACY OF SILENCE"?
for January 21, 1928, one of the feature writers
INhadthethisAmerica
to say of the so-called Sinister Silence on the part of the
upon

rectly in front of a grandstand quarterback. (Definition: Not taken from
Webster's. A grandstand quarterback is a soft-boiled egg with a debater's voice, who calls each play before and after it happens, and spends
the time between explaining why it
gained or lost.)
This particular one was rendered
doubly infuriating because he was ac-

companied by a suffragette who
thought that she was attending a
roller polo match.

The fact that he did not guess correctly even once seemed to have no
effect on him either (pronounced ayether), for when the game ended he
was telling the manifestly impressed
member of the dumber sex that, had
he been calling signals, the Eagles
would have scored at least twice more.
"Joe" McKenney might not know it,
but he got a lucky break when that
chap failed to report for the team.

American press with regard to the publishing of information
the religious persecutions in Mexico:
"When 800 papers refuse unanimously to buy a famous war
correspondent's authentic story of Mexico, it doesn't mean that
there is necessarily a deep Calles conspiracy; it might mean that
they estimated there was no particular interest in Mexico, and that
therefore the money spent in buying the articles would not repay
A bleacher field-general is at least
the paper in higher circulation. When Mexican news sells papers, four degrees lower than a sub-title
they will buy it, unless they are forbidden by some higher power."
reader. Of course, when a sub-title
A good percentage of us here at Boston College have been reader has the ability to make snapreading the stories of Mexico in the pages of America. To say ping noises with chewing gum simulthat news of the Mexican persecutions does not interest us would taneously with reading "Came the
be ridiculous.
Dawn" aloud, he presents an almost
Several years ago when Francis McCullagh penetrated Bolunbeatable combination.
shevik Russia on his own, during the height of the Terror, his
Americana:
story of the trial of Archbishop Zepliak and his Vicar-General,
Progress along intellectual lines in
Mgr. Butchkavitch, was published under first page headlines in the
the Athens of American indicated by
New York Herald. This country was awakened to high excitereprieve
for the the eminent Boston Evening Nuiment, and the world forced the Reds to issue a
Although Mgr. Butchkavitch was executed, the sance:
Archbishop.
Beginning Monday next this paper
valiant reporter's stories from Russia, fearlessly defying the Bolwill add two new comis strips to its
shevik censorship, roused the world to save the lives of the clergybeing
juridically
men who were
murdered. Francis McCullagh has Humor Department, making two full
pages of "funnies" for the kiddies
independent,
been
an
"the
last
of the great tribe of correspondever
ents such as Kipling sang." He scored his first great beat at the and grownups.
battle of Port Arthur, 1903. He was on the ship that slipped out
High power journalism in San
of the bay and gave the New York Herald its news of the victory
of the Japanese over the Russians three whole days before the Francisco and environs as set forth
Coast:
rest of the world's reporters could get free of the censorship of in Aa dispatch from West
courteous act on the part of a
both sides.
the Mission district of San
He smashed through the Mexican censorship, and returned butcher in came
to the attention, of a
Francisco
a
story
butchery,
governmental
godlessterrorization,
with
of
and
citizen, who in turn called it to the
ness. His charge s were supported by dates, names and places. Ediattention, of a neicspapcr, which made
tors here did not want that story, claiming that it would not interis the subject of an interesting story.
est enough people to warrant its publication. Were it not for publications like America, we here in the United States would probably
Sage advice in the celebrated New
never realize the miserable state of affairs below the border.
York Herald Tribune:
The editors may be right. Still, judging from the interest
People who live in glass houses
displayed in the America's reports, we do not think so.
shouldn't throw stones.
European papers are astonished at our papers' failure to publish and protest. Even so distinguished a critic as George Bernard
Remarks upon an annoying situaShaw has charged our press with "sinister silence" on an actual tion by the eminent Boston Transubject which in justice to the greedy public should not be slurred script
over or maliciously overlooked. Now it is claimed, and by many of
"American cheving gum has gained
our newspapers' blurb-artists too, that "when Shaw speaks, the a
foothold in Japan," sags an exWorld listens." Shaw has spoken and in spite of his wagging of change. Its faculty for gaining a
the critical digit, the editors have neither looked nor listened. In foothold is its most unpopnlar feature
his long and brilliant career as a litterateur, Mr. Shaw has taken in this country.
many a fling at the Church. If he were to pen a diatribe against
Christianity, the editors would, most likely, give him a couple of
The columnist was distinctly surpages willingly. Yes, we venture to say, gleefully.
prised to see posters on several bulleWe wonder if by some catastrophic mistake on the part of tin boards in the upper corridor urgthose in power across the Rio Grande, the true state of affairs in ing the reader to vote for Blank for
Mexico was sent to this country by a governmental agent, would some Freshman office. What with
the American press even then publish as much as an agate line.
this progress along political lines in
Pope Pius XI, laying bare the facts in plain, unmistakable the Freshman class, one may expect
terms, did not fear to compare the bloody persecutions in Mexico to see torchlight processions and camtoday to the bitter vicissitudes experienced by the early Christians paign cigars in evidence at the
at the hands of the ten persecuting Roman emperors during the Heights when the next class elections
first 300 years of Christianity! And they tell us that a story such are held.
as that would not sell.
Seriously speaking, though, someIf it is true that the editor's job is "to manufacture a product one should have told the Frosh that
that will sell," they must have lost some vital factor in their sense campaigning is frowned upon at the
of values and salesmanship. Would the publishing of the war Heights, and that placards, speeches,
etc., are all anathema. Which reminds
correspondent's authentic story as an experiment be too disastrous?
see.
me that, in the musty past, one chap
yet
We have
to
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MEN'S STORE

! How do you like

I

your suits?

\

Some suits?
are pretty extreme. Others look like Dad's
hand-me-downs. And there are the right
styles, as in our §40 blues, that many college men are wearing.

j

There

You've been told?
Fit is essential. With our S4O blues, we
GUARANTEE it.
If a $40 blue suit
doesn't fit properly, bring it back!

Some

#

TJAVE

#

*

*

you taken advantage of your new Library?
Has this
-L-L Library been of any practical value to you?
If it has you
are to be congratulated for your foresight, and for your
ability to
recognize in this recent addition to our campus a powerful
aid in
attaining your objective here on the Heights.

.

.

.

wear our famous
two-trouser

blue suits
Unfinished worsted eheviots or serge

E. L. Grimes Printing Co.
Printers

of THE HEIGHTS and other
well-known publications

Send for Estimate

368 Congress St.

ft

jl

issued cards proclaiming his qualifications and ambitions. Memory does
not serve to recall whether or not he
was elected.
The raspy voice of the poor Parrakeet is becoming less raucous as the
days go by. The feathered rooter for
our superb footballers nearly sent his
vocal chords to some sort of eternal
damnation at the Navy game. Just
before the big bombardment, the loquacious bird attempted to convince
a rather stubborn Navy Goat?used,
incidentally, as the mascot by the en-

but don'tfit.
Some suits fit, but TOO well!

suits are smart,

?but if vou want GOOD
fit. GOOD style, and would
like to save money, too

.MM
?jB
|K
j

TN the September "Catholic World," there is a significant disA
coarse, "After Psychoanalysis?What?" by Rev. Paul Hanly
Furfey, Ph.D., of Boston College, '17.

suits?

frankly built for wear?they look it.
Others are mighty good-looking, but oh,
how fragile! But if you want wear with
good looks?both in one suit, try our S4O
blues!

:
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Eagle'sy

MANY RESPOND TO
RYDER'S APPEAL

Better send in those application blanks for the Fordham and Holy Cross
games. They are coming thick and fast, and, as was announced, first come
will be first served. Please remember, also, that there are not thirty thousand
seats on the fifty-yard line. So don't blame us if you can't hear the band
when "Cav" and "Cleo" come to town.
*

*

*

This Newport Naval team, which the "cubs" battled last week is the same
one that held Holy Cross Varsity to the small margin of two touchdowns.
Although our boys were defeated 19-0, they put up a fine game against
heavier and more experienced opponents. The outlook for the next four years
is not too dark when our youngsters show this stuff so early in the season.
The college band made its initial appearance of the year at the Duke game.
The college is, and should be, proud of the boys who did so well on their debut.
The uniforms were smart, the marching and the music even smarter. Drummajor Hines has no peer in this section of the country, as was evidenced by
the applause that swept the field as he led his troupe around the stands.
*

*

=>

*

"

The cheer leaders, headed by Joe Tondorf and Bob Buck, are also to be
commended for their great work at the Duke game. The college section was
perpetually on the go, shouting itself hoarse as the team fought off the rush
of the "Blue Devils" and then marched on to victory. We like to feel that
no small part of that success was due to the cheering, both official and unofficial, which was led by our inspired "head yellers."

With the tennis tournament starting this week the new courts ought to
be in constant use. The entry is large, but there is still a chance to test your
mettle. Apply to Manager McCarthy, '29, Captain Hogarty, '29, or to the
A. A. office immediately. As has been said before, here is a chance for every
man in the college to try himself in competition. A decided impetus has been
given tennis at the Heights by the new courts, and every one ought to take
advantage of it.

EAGLE'S TALONS
RIP BLUE DEVILS
Duke's Big Drives Fail to
Get Beyond Boston's
Ten-Yard Line
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)

the field in the second period. Later
in the last period the Boston team
resorted to open play on a first down
following a Duke kick, and right off
the reel a short pass from Al Weston
to Paddy Creedon brought a second
score. This placed the Eagles ahead
12 to 0, and, before many minutes
passed, Tom Smith intercepted a pass,
as previously mentioned, and raced
half the length of the field for a
touchdown.
Nor were the Eagles always keeping their goal-line safe. Twice they
found their southern opponents hammering or slicing their way along.
Two marches of more than forty
yards were made by the North Carolina players, but neither of them resulted in a score. The first came in
the first period and was stopped very
abruptly after the Duke team had
ripped the B. C. line apart with a
flashy and deceptive triple pass attack.
But when the visitors were
within scoring distance, the Eagle line
grew taut and forced Buie to kick.
In the third period the Southerners
got going again, this time making a
march the same distance as before.
The analysis of the plays will show
that Duke outgained Boston College,
but the Boston boys surely had an
important element in a winning football aggregation, the scoring punch.
The Boston attack is improving with
every game, but as yet it is far from
developed as to what it will be when
the season advances. However, enough
was shown in plays centering in Creedon and Weston to indicate that the
team will have an over-powering scoring punch when the team rounds out.

TUXEDOS
$4.50

35,4%
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Represented by Jos. B. Tondorf, B. C, '29

E. f. P.
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The weather last Friday put every
one in mind of last year's Duke game.
In fact, almost half the spectators
watched the first half in shirt sleeves.
There was one change, however, from
last year's routine and that happened
to be the most important. It was the
final outcome.

The band, appearing for the first
time this season, made a deep impression on the public.
Not only their
fine music and marching drew praise
but also the new hats they are wearing caused a bit of comment.
Although Smith's touchdown in the
last quarter was not the most vital
play of the game, everybody acquainted with Boston College was delighted to see Tom make such a beautiful run. He has for the last four
years, although a varsity man all
during that period, been content to
let others gain prominence and it is
only fair that now, in his last year,
he should register in the scoring
column.

Jankoski, the Duke fullback, and
Buie, the quarter, repeated their fine
performances of last year and gave
the Maroon and Gold supporters many
a heartache before the close of the
contest with their show of ability.

my

/

It seems to the casual observer
that every time during the game that
time seemed to drag and play became

lackidaisical, that either Weston or
Creedon would bring the fans to their
feet with some sensational run.
Johnny Dixon's kicking ability has
not slacked at all since the Navy
game. To tell the truth, Dixon has
improved, and if he keeps up at the
present rate he will be kicking them
from goal line to goal line when the

Cross game arrives.

The cheer leading during the game
seemed to have a little more pep and
life to it than is usual. Perhaps this
is due to the fact that the gentlemen
in question were on trial and will be
chosen permanently after the B. U.
game.
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The outstanding- defensive and interfering work of the afternoon was
accomplished by Charlie Murphy, the
B. C. end. On two of Creeden's longruns it was Charlie who cleaned out
the men. And as for his defensive
work a mere glance at the records
will show how little yardage was
gained around his end while he was
in the game.
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In a period of scarcely more than
a week, no less than one hundred and
twenty track candidates have responded to Coach Ryder's call to arms. Of
those who reported, the Freshmen, as
things appear, surpass their upperclass men in both number and ability.
From English High School comes
Pasquantonio, 50-yard champ of the
"Regimentals." The double furlong
is represented by Conley and Donahue
from Boston College High School,
while in the 880-yard run we have
Ward of Lawrence and Moynihan of
Brighton. In the field events is Connor, all-round athlete from Lynn English, along with Shinney and Maguire.
The dire lack of material, however,
especially in the high-jump and polevault, exists in the upper classes.
With only three available letter men,
and to quote Coach Ryder, "Not a
man on the squad capable of earning
a place in the 'New England's,' there
is ample opportunity for all to receive
proper training under the! tutelage of
no less a person than our own Olympic coach.
Whether the incentive be physical
exercise alone or possession of the
coveted "B," get out, jog a few laps,
yes, anything from the hammer to the
hurdles. Especially is the appeal, in
the absence of indoor training quarters, directed to vaulters and jumpers, in order that every possible moment of practice may be obtained at
this season of the year.

Sidelights on the Game
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Three Triumphant Ifonkees
conduct the Blindfold test
and Miller

Huggins

rette is to put them all through their

paces

\u25a0

in

nr

11

the blindfold
...

test.

lou Gehrig
(witness to the test)

.

.

.

picks OLD GOLD

miller huggins
(who made the test)

babe ruth
(witness to the tes'

Defense of B. C. Strong
In the second period the line was
full of the well-known vim, vigor, and
vitality. Also crashing interference
and cleaning out on the offence
showed the results of modern football
as instilled by Coach McKenney. In
the touchdown scoring plays, McKenney's charges ripped things wide open
as successfully as they did against
Catholic University two weeks ago?
and Duke was fighting all the time.
Dixon's Kicking Superb
kicking was mediocre in
comparison with that of Boston College. Of course the B. C. forwards,
Charlie Murphy and Johnny Dixon,
were continually rushing Buie, and
consequently rushing his kicks. This
probably accounts for Buie's mediocre
However, Buie did get off
kicking.
one pippin kick) that carried from behind his goal line to the forty-yard
line.
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Made from the heart-leaves of the tobacco plant
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In the dressing room at Navin Field in Detroit,
Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig gave the blindfold
?
t,
>.?\u25a0
cigarette test to Manager Miller Huggins.
pilot
The famous Yankee
was asked to smoke

SMOOTHER AND BETTER

,_

-

each of the four leading brands, clearing his
taste with coffee between smokes. Only one
?
j<<
\u25a0_?
j
i
l
.?\u25a0
question was asked, which one do you like

best?"

"NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD"
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SENIORS WELCOME SOCIOLOGICAL CLUB NEW SCHEDULE FOR
BEGINS SEASON
CHEM. ACADEMY
FROSH AT SMOKER

Oct. 11, the
On
annual
receptheir
tendered
Seniors
tion and smoker to the incoming
Freshman class. Paul .McManus, of
Senior, officiated as chairman, introducing a program replete with good
humor and inspiring speeches, to an
audience of more than five hundred
Freshmen and their guests.
William F. Flynn, president of the
Senior class, after presenting Edward
Gallagher,
the newly-elected
J.
Freshman leader, with the traditional
class banner, officially welcomed the
class of '32 to the halls of Boston
College. In his address, the Senior
president impressed upon the Freshmen the necessity of forgetting their
high school rivalries and to remember
that they were now men of Boston
College and must prove themselves
worthy as such.
Walter Hardiman, of Senior, next
came forth with some exceedingly
clever monologues and songs which
literally took the house by storm. He
was followed by Walter Keeier of the
B. F. Keith vaudeville, who impersonated Sir Harry Lauder and other

Students to Conduct

O'Brien to Deliver the First

More Than Five Hundred
Attend; McKenney and
McManmon Speak

Monthly Meetings;
Other Lectures

Lecture
SPEAKERS FOLLOW TEXT

celebrities.
The climax of the evening was
reached when Coach Joe McKenney
was introduced by the chairman and
received a tremendous ovation which
lasted fully five minutes. Joe urged
the Freshmen to get behind the faculty, the teams, and take real pride
in their alma mater. In concluding,
Coach McKenney said, "You fellows
must stick with the team in victory
or defeat. We can't win all the time,
but with your support every man on
the field will fight to the best of his

The first regular meeting of the
Sociological Discussion Club was held
last Wednesday in the Fulton room.
Mr. Leo O'Keefe, the President of the

club, addressed the assembly on the
plans of the organization for the coming year. He said the officers had
already obtained the consent of several prominent lecturers to speak before the club at its future meetings.
The course of lectures will follow
along the lines of the text-book, with
men prominent in labor activities as
speakers when the class is dealing
with that question, and so forth. The
first movement that will be taken up
is the play movement.
Mr. FredO'Brien, of the city of Boston Physical Education department, and Mr. Joseph Lee, the father of the playground movement, will address the
on this subject.
Mr. O'Brien will be the first to
speak before the club. He will be the
guest of the organization on Wednesday, October 16, and will address the
club at its regular meeting.
Fr. Corrigan, S.J., the moderator of
the club, also gave a few words of
advice to the boys. He told them that
the club was to be run entirely by the
members themselves, that they were
to secure the speakers and do all the
constructive work. He would retain
his power of final veto, using it only
when absolutely necessary, and as he
said, he hoped that would be never.

club

semester, and to

arrange

from

(Continued

the

student program.
The plan suggested by Father Hohman, at the first meeting differs from

that of last year, in that the members
of the Academy will speak, as well as
outside lecturers. The meetings will
be held biweekly, as in the past, so
that, as the students are to read their
own papers at alternate meetings,
there will be one outside lecturer

Col.

Page 1,

4)

their application in administration
and supervision. The sub-normal child
and Special Class procedure; various
types of specialized instruction in a

14. Health Education. ?Objectives
and methods of promoting and conserving tha health of school children;
posture, nutrition, anc health habits;
medical inspection;' remedial measures in disease and accident prevention; functions of principal and other
agents as cooperative
the health of the

system.

contributors to
.

Two semester hours credit, Saturday 10:30-11:20, Miss Katherine C.
Coveney, assisted by other school

One semester hour credit. Monday,
4:15-5:15, first semester. Or. John A.
Ceconi, assisted by other prominent

specialists.

school physicians.

Howard 21

5g

"O.K. with us" say leading
school and university men

V

every month.

The membership of the Academy
will be, it is hoped, active, if not large.
The purpose of the Academy is, as Fr.
Hohman says, "to help rather than to
amuse." Fr. Hohman himself will be
the first speaker at the next meeting,
on Tuesday, October 30th. The subject which he has selected is the
Chemistry of the Soil.
Following this, on the 11th of November, will be the first student
Academy, to be conducted by two of
the members. The subject has not yet
been decided. "The History of Chemistry" with Pasteur as the center of
observation, is to be the topic of a
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some of the welldressed upper classmen, to
whom price is no object,
why they wear Howard
Clothes. "Because vou get
good style," they'll tell you.
Wonderful Oxford Grays,
many with extra trousers.
Collegiate stripes, varsity
weaves, smooth-looking
Tuxedos (with ribbed, figured or flowered silk vest),
100% Camel's Hair Topcoats never before sold
below $50?and if the lining wears out within two

lecture in the near future.
"Atoms and Electrons," an interesting and timely subject, is also to be
discussed soon at the Academy.

years you get a new lining

The "HIGHLAND"

ability."
The demonstration for Coach McKenney had finally subsided when a
new one broke forth as Line Coach
McManmon took the stage. In a brief
speech the former All-Western Notre

tackle related several anecdotes about the famous "four horsemen." He also emphasized the effect
and importance of whole-hearted support on the morale of the team.
The following number proved to be
none other than genial Irving' Stackpole, who proceeded to entangle himself in a maze of logic and rhetoric
with ludicrous conclusions. Bob Buck
then strummed a wicked "uke" to the
enjoyment of all.
The chairman next introduced William J. Killion, president of the class
of '28 and former intercollegiate debater, who delivered one of his most
stirring appeals for the Freshmen to
support the various clubs and show
their school spirit both in and out
of the classroom. He was followed
by Father Dolan, dean of the Freshmen, who extended the welcome of the
faculty to the newcomers and explained to them the motto of the col-

ing

GRADUATE SCHOOL
OFFERS NEW COURSES

progressive school

A business meeting of the Chemistry Academy was held on Tuesday
last, October ninth, to announce the
schedule of the Academy for the com-

Thursday evening.

October 16, 1928
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lege, "Always Striving," showing how
it applied to Freshmen in particular.
In concluding, Father Dolan led the
whole assembly in singing "Hail Alma

Mater."

MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET
NEW YORK

"Thou must not," and what not.

Messrs. Brooks Brothers
beg leave to announce that
they have removed their
Boston Store to their New
Building, Newbury cor.

Read & White
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CLOTHING ON CREDIT
Full Line of Men's,
Women's and Children's Clothing
On Easy Terms
AMERICAN SUPPLY CO., INC.
Boston
SOl-803 Washington St.
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Rooming with

"Nobody loves a fat man" is disproved by the fact that the president
of the Freshman class at the University of Maine weighs 318 pounds.
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Freshman razzing has been ushered
on the majority of college campuses
with football rushes, water fights, pajama parades, dinks, great strings of
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to the enjoyment of college life. It is always ready to help with your

and
work. Long
theses can be turned out in far
less time, as compared with
laborious long-hand methods.
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and legibility of
written work! Any prof,
being human, will have a
neatness
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